
PINE. COUNTY 
MINNESOTA 

MINUTES 
PINE COUNTY ZONING BOARD 
February 25, 2021 6:00 p.m. 

North Pine Government Center 
1602 Hwy 23 N Sandstone, MN 

Members Present: 

Members Absent: 
Staff Present: 
Others Present: 

Dirk Nelson, Patrick Schifferdecker, Ryan Clark, Les Orvis, Skip 
Thomson, Susan Grill, Nancy Rys, Matt Ludwig ex-officio 

Caleb Anderson, Land & Resources Manager 
Neil Altenhofen 

CALL TO ORDER 
Skip Thomson called the meeting to order at 6:00p.m. 

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Rys/Schifferdecker, 7-0, to approve the revised agenda, with the following additions 

• Structure setback averaging 
• DNR Model Shoreland Ordinance 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Orvis/Grill, 7-0, to approve the minutes of the January 28, 2021 meeting. 

NEW BUSINESS 

Pine County Zoning Department 2020 Summary 
Anderson provided the report as information to the Board. There was general discussion about 
what the charts represented. 

Pine County Lake Associations Shoreland Survey 
The Board was pleased with the results of the survey. Clark commented on the survey 
respondents' desire for education in Windemere Township. Schifferdecker and Ludwig 
suggested more educational campaigning on topics of interest in the survey. The Board felt the 
results affirmed some of the current ordinance amendments being contemplated. 

Structure Setback Averaging 
Anderson described the Shoreland Ordinance, Section 5.2.1, allowance for reduced structure 
setbacks through adjacent structure averaging. Anderson recommending amending the 
language to only allow the setback averaging for "principal dwellings," and not for the vaguer 
term of "structures." Anderson felt that was the intent of the rules. 

Thomson suggested that the concept of allowing reduced setbacks through neighboring 
dwelling setback averaging be eliminated from the ordinance. Orvis, Grill, and Rys agreed. 
Clark commented that this will create more non-buildable lots. Nelson shared that Grindstone 
Lake has many shallow lots that benefit from the current setback averaging and thought it was 
better to leave the language alone. Anderson suggested that a compromise could be to leave 
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the language in but not allow new structures to come closer than 75% of the standard building 
setback. 

Motion by Schifferdecker, Second by Grill, 6-1, to recommend the County Board remove the 
language of Shoreland Ordinance Section 5.2.1, Which allows setback averaging from adjacent 
structures. 

DNR Model Shoreland Ordinance 
Anderson described that recently the DNR created a new Model Shoreland Ordinance, that 
provides the same rules from MN 6120 in a more concise and updated fashion. Anderson 
suggested the Board be aware of the ordinance and consider whether it would be an 
improvement for the community. The benefits are that it is shorter therefore more navigable. 
Also, it is more standardized, which allows for the MN DNR and townships or cities that do their 
own shoreland ordinance, to track any amendments to the state rules more closely. 

Grill requested it be sent to the Board and considered for the next meeting. 

OLD BUSINESS 

SSTS Ordinance Amendment- Campers and Variances 
Anderson presented a draft amendment to the SSTS Ordinance. Schifferdecker suggested to 
remove the word "apparently," from Section 4.06.01A(iii). Grill recommended changing the word 
"camper," to "recreational vehicle," in Section 4.06.01A(iv). 

Grill commented that the content proposed in Section 5.03.03(1) would be more fitting in a 
different section. Schifferdecker suggested moving it to Section 5.03.04 and title it 
"Administrative Variances." 

Motion by Grill, Second by Schifferdecker, 7-0, to recommend County Board adoption of the 
ordinance amendment as revised. 

Temporary Family Health Care Dwellings 
The group liked the concept of the amendment. It was recommended to that Section 4.3.1 C be 
amended to not require a doctor's note, and instead require "documentation in a format 
acceptable to the County." It was also recommended that the term "family member," be 
removed from Section 4.3.1C, so that a household may provide temporary care, 
noncommercially, for a non-family member. 

Motion by Orvis, Second by Schifferdecker, 7-0, to recommend County Board adoption of the 
ordinance amendment as revised. 

Guest Cottage Standards in Shorelands 
Anderson shared language, as provided by the MN DNR, that allows for "guest quarters," in 
accessory buildings. Clark suggested that it was inappropriate for the County to regulate living 
space in a garage. Anderson described that the existing rules allow guest quarters in only 
limited cases. This amendment will make them more allowable as typically designed by 
homeowners. 

Motion by Grill, Second by Rys, 5-2, to recommend County Board adoption of the ordinance 
amendment as revised. 
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Variance Mitigation Plans 
Anderson shared the ordinance amendment language, which attempts to address the Zoning 
Board's desire to see variance mitigation for excessive impervious surface. He described that 
the existing lot scoring protocol has been tested and is working for another county. Therefore, 
there is less risk in having a simplified, independent, approach to mitigate impervious surface. 
Clark questioned whether the required mitigation should be variable depending on the amount 
of impervious surface being proposed on the lot. Anderson commented that, even with a 
variance mitigation plan, the Board still has authority to deny variances that are not in harmony 
with the intent of the ordinance. 

Motion by Schifferdecker, Second by Clark, 7-0, to recommend County Board adoption of the 
ordinance amendment 

Private Watercraft Access Ramps 
This topic was not addressed well in the lake association survey and therefore did not get 
discussed. 

Vacation Rentals by Owner in the Kettle River Wild and Scenic River Ordinance 
Anderson described that the DNR has indicated that allowing vacation rentals in the Kettle River 
corridor is consistent with state rules. Anderson inquired whether the Board would like to see 
them allowed as a "permitted," or "conditional," use. The Board felt that because the intent of the 
ordinance is to keep the area wild and scenic, property uses at risk of greater commotion should 
need to get an interim use permit. 

Anderson acknowledged that interim uses are not currently an option in the Kettle River Wild 
and Scenic River Ordinance, therefore, they will need to be added as a permitting tool in the 
ordinance. Anderson will bring back draft language. 

,7-0 to adjourn the meeting at 7:30pm. 

&£ tee Ski Thomson 
Zoning Board Chair 
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